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Pathologists have had increasing responsibility for quantitating immunohistochemistry (IHC) biomarkers with the
expectation of high between-reader reproducibility due to clinical decision-making especially for patient therapy. Digital
imaging-based quantitation of IHC clinical slides offers a potential aid for improvement; however, its clinical adoption is
limited potentially due to a conventional field-of-view annotation approach. In this study, we implemented a novel solely
morphology-based whole tumor section annotation strategy to maximize image analysis quantitation results between
readers. We first compare the field-of-view image analysis annotation approach to digital and manual-based modalities
across multiple clinical studies (~120 cases per study) and biomarkers (ER, PR, HER2, Ki-67, and p53 IHC) and then compare
a subset of the same cases (~40 cases each from the ER, PR, HER2, and Ki-67 studies) using whole tumor section
annotation approach to understand incremental value of all modalities. Between-reader results for each biomarker in
relation to conventional scoring modalities showed similar concordance as manual read: ER field-of-view image analysis:
95.3% (95% CI 92.0–98.2%) vs digital read: 92.0% (87.8–95.8%) vs manual read: 94.9% (91.4–97.8%); PR field-of-view image
analysis: 94.1% (90.3–97.2%) vs digital read: 94.0% (90.2–97.1%) vs manual read: 94.4% (90.9–97.2%); Ki-67 field-of-view
image analysis: 86.8% (82.1–91.4%) vs digital read: 76.6% (70.9–82.2%) vs manual read: 85.6% (80.4–90.4%); p53 field-of-
view image analysis: 81.7% (76.4–86.8%) vs digital read: 80.6% (75.0–86.0%) vs manual read: 78.8% (72.2–83.3%); and HER2
field-of-view image analysis: 93.8% (90.0–97.2%) vs digital read: 91.0 (86.6–94.9%) vs manual read: 87.2% (82.1–91.9%).
Subset implementation and analysis on the same cases using whole tumor section image analysis approach showed
significant improvement between pathologists over field-of-view image analysis and manual read (HER2 100% (97–100%),
P= 0.013 field-of-view image analysis and 0.013 manual read; Ki-67 100% (96.9–100%), P= 0.040 and 0.012; ER 98.3%
(94.1–99.5%), p=0.232 and 0.181; and PR 96.6% (91.5–98.7%), p= 0.012 and 0.257). Overall, whole tumor section image
analysis significantly improves between-pathologist’s reproducibility and is the optimal approach for clinical-based image
analysis algorithms.
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The association of immunohistochemistry (IHC) expression
to hormone and targeted therapy response in breast cancer
care is well established for an array of biomarkers.1–4

Pathologists have had increasing responsibility for quantifying
IHC biomarkers such as estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone
receptor (PR), human epithelial growth factor receptor-2
(HER2), Ki-67, and p53.5–7 During this time, guideline bodies
(eg, College of American Pathologists) and other groups have
attempted to bring pre-analytic, analytic, and post-analytic
clinical standardization to the field of IHC quantitation with
particular focus on the assessment of breast cancer

biomarkers.7,8 Some earlier studies evaluating manual scoring
using conventional microscopy (manual read) across pathol-
ogist readers or central vs local review, have highlighted
inherent between-pathologist reproducibility and within-
pathologist repeatability challenges.4,9–13 Some of these
challenges have been in standardizing the post-analytic
component of IHC quantitation including the interpretation
approach, selection of representative regions (hot spots) to
score, cellular expression/intensity thresholding, binning,
overall positive/negative slide rating, and cut-offs. While
training and various quality systems have increased
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pathologists’ scoring repeatability, reproducibility, and accu-
racy, there is still significant room for improvement.14–17

Computational quantitation of IHC stained slides using
digital image analysis algorithms offers the potential to
improve reader precision performance.18,19 Quantitation
digitally can be assessed either using a digital read method,
in which the pathologist evaluates the digital image of the
glass slide on a computer monitor without the use of image
analysis, or an image analysis method, which uses a digital
image and a computational algorithm to provide a score (eg,
0, 1+, 2+ or 3+ or 25.43%). Recently, studies have shown
incremental improvement using field-of-view image analysis
over manual read in the context of HER2 IHC quantitation20

but with limited adoption clinically. Significantly increasing
between-reader reproducibility could improve image analy-
sis’s medical value proposition for clinical use.

In this paper, we culminate pathologists’ scored data across
five clinical studies to understand the impact of field-of-view
image analysis in the evaluation of HER2, PR, ER, Ki-67, and
p53 IHC biomarkers. We then evaluate a subset of the same
cases (HER2, PR, ER, and Ki-67) using a novel whole tumor
section annotation approach showing superiority over field-
of-view as an ideal annotation strategy for clinical quantitative
image analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples and Protocol Approach
Studies reviewed here were conducted as multicenter
comparative trials in the context of Food and Drug
Administration regulatory submissions with three participants
per biomarker who performed manual read, digital read and
image analysis scorings. Each participant pathologist is
American Board of Pathology certified and for any particular
study, at most 1 industry pathologist reader was involved with
1–2 additional readers as non-industry pathologists (academic
and/or community). All studies were performed under
protocol, each of which was reviewed externally by an
institutional review board. In each study, ~ 120 clinically
obtained de-identified archived whole tissue breast carcinoma
slides from Ventana Medical Systems, Inc.’s (VMSI) retro-
spective clinical archives (Ki-67 and p53) or from previous
clinical study 510 K submissions (ER, PR, and HER2) were
stained at VMSI or at study sites for the identification of the
appropriate IHC biomarker receptor. Each of these assembled
biomarker cohorts is considered a clinical study cohort.

Samples were binned into scoring categories targeting an
approximately equal distribution across each bin. For ER, PR,
Ki-67, and p53, the scoring categories were 0 to 0.99%, 1 to
10%, and 4= 10% (~33% each); and for HER2, they were 0,
1+, 2+, 3+ (~25% each). After binning, if there were
additional samples available, they were randomly selected and
added to the appropriate scoring category. For the whole
tumor section sub-study, ~ 40 cases each from the HER2,
ER, PR, and Ki-67 studies were randomly sourced from the
FDA submission studies noted earlier in the same proportion

of negative, borderline, and positive cases. Slides were
scanned and accessioned into the respective software
(VENTANA iSCAN Coreo and Virtuoso software, VMSI,
Tucson, AZ, USA) at VMSI by a qualified technician, along
with the hematoxylin and eosin and negative reagent control
slides for each specimen. The glass slides were sent to the
reader participants in order to perform manual reads.

In all cases, the participants were trained in study biomarker
scoring, computer technology, and clinical study procedures
before beginning. The participants binned scored each case, as
positive or negative using specific thresholds (ER and PR: 1%;
Ki-67 and p53: 10%, and HER2: 2+) across scoring modes
(manual read, digital read and image analysis) with a 1- to 2-
week washout period between modes. In all studies, the case
order was randomized for each scoring session. All scoring was
done in a blinded fashion with no access to the results from
previous rounds of scoring. For the digital read and image
analysis readings, as is the case when using a microscope, the
participants had the ability to navigate freely around the images
at various magnifications, select fields of view for scoring, and,
for image analysis only, determine the score for the given test
sample with the assistance of respective image analysis
algorithms (VMSI, Tucson, AZ, USA). The participants
selected a minimum of three fields-of-view per sample to
assess the biomarker staining score using field-of view image
analysis.

Immunohistochemistry
For each biomarker clinical study, tissue slides were stained
in accordance with commercially available methods (Supple-
mentary Tables 1–3). Tissue specimens were fixed in 10%
neutral buffered formalin then dehydrated with alcohols and
rinsed with reagents. Samples were then infiltrated and
embedded with paraffin. Sections of each specimen were cut
to the appropriate size, centered and picked up on glass slides.
The tissue was either air-dried in ambient temperature over-
night or placed in an oven at the recommended temperature
and length of time. Positive and negative tissue run controls
were implemented for each staining run. For each case, a
negative reagent immunoglobulin control was also included.

Image Analysis
To obtain the image analysis scores in ER, PR, Ki-67, and p53
studies, biomarker specific image analysis algorithms were
used to analyze each of the selected fields-of-view and whole
tumor section annotations from the digitized whole slide
image. Based on the computed cellular intensity and
morphometric attributes, detected nuclei are classified into
different cell types (ie, tumor, stroma, and lymphocyte) and
subsets of specific biomarker positive and negative cells. For
the HER2 study, IHC image analysis algorithms were used to
detect tumor nuclei and their membrane outlines and to
quantify the DAB membrane stain completeness and strength.
The image analysis algorithms are machine learning-based
and pre-trained on a set of independent and representative
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whole slide images to account for biological and stain
variability. The algorithms use a single and fixed set of pre-
determined parameters to analyze all the images for a specific
biomarker. For visual review, the pathologists are provided
with the cell counts, percentage positive score and a visual
overlay of the detected biomarker’s positive and negative cells.

Statistical Analysis
For the ER and PR studies, a positive score was ≥ 1% and a
negative score was 0–0.99%. For HER2, a positive score was 2
+ or 3+ and a negative score was 0 or 1+. For Ki-67 and p53,
a positive score was ≥ 10% and negative score was 0–9.99%.
To evaluate between-reader agreement, the overall percent
agreement (OPA), average positive agreement (APA), average
negative agreement (ANA), and their associated confidence

intervals, were calculated for each reader-pair (Supplementary
Statistical Methods).

RESULTS
Conventional Modalities
In order to understand the baseline between-pathologists’
reproducibility for manual read, digital read, and field-of-
view image analysis (Supplementary Figures 1–3) modalities,
we evaluated these metrics across ER, PR, HER2, Ki-67, and
p53 IHC biomarker-based cohorts with three pathologists
scoring all cases in each cohort. Within the ER and PR
studies, scored cases showed similar overall percent agree-
ments (OPAs) using each mode including field-of-view image
analysis (Figure 1 and Table 1). For the HER2 study, using a
2+ threshold, OPA concordance between the three reader
pairs was statistically higher for only field-of-view image

Figure 1 Overall percent agreement vs absolute difference between average positive and negative between-reader agreements. For each biomarker,
the 3 dots represent the 3 reader (R) pairs (R1 vs R2, R1 vs R3, and R2 vs R3). IA refers to field-of-view image analysis only.

Table 1 Between-reader OPA by biomarker

Biomarker MR DR FOV IA WT IA

n/N OPA (95% CI) n/N OPA (95% CI) n/N OPA (95% CI) n/N OPA (95% CI)

HER2 312/358 87.2 (82.1, 91.9) 324/356 91.0 (86.6, 94.9) 334/356 93.8 (90.0, 97.2) 126/126 100 (97.0, 100)

Ki-67 297/347 85.6 (80.4, 90.4) 268/350 76.6 (70.9, 82.2) 302/348 86.8 (82.1, 91.4) 120/120 100 (96.9, 100)

Estrogen receptor 334/352 94.9 (91.4, 97.8) 309/336 92.0 (87.8, 95.8) 327/343 95.3 (92.0, 98.2) 118/120 98.3 (94.1, 99.5)

Progesterone receptor 334/354 94.4 (90.9, 97.2) 314/334 94.0 (90.2, 97.1) 317/337 94.1 (90.3, 97.2) 113/117 96.6 (91.5, 98.7)

p53 277/355 78.0 (72.2, 83.3) 286/355 80.6 (75.0, 86.0) 290/355 81.7 (76.4, 86.8) NA NA

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; DR, digital read; FOV, field-of-view; IA, image analysis; MR, manual read; n, number of evaluable cases given the same
diagnosis by readers; N, total number of cases evaluated by reader and assigned valid diagnoses for comparison; OPA, overall percent agreement; WT,
whole tumor.
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analysis (93.8%) compared against manual read (87.2%,
p= 0.035).

While ER and PR IHC is a universal standard of care for
clinical diagnostic analysis in breast cancer specimens, Ki-67
and p53 IHC are used less often. For both biomarkers,
controversy exists with regard to clinical utility, analytic
scoring methodology (hot-spot vs whole slide average), and
cut-point thresholding. Within our studies, readers used a
whole slide average and a threshold of 10%. For the Ki-67
study, digital read OPA (76.6%) underperformed both

manual read (85.6%, P= 0.166) and field-of-view image
analysis (86.8%, P= 0.034), while the p53 study noted similar
performance across all modalities (Figure 2).

Reviewing across all studies, the pathology participants
were represented by 1 industry, 2 academic, and 3 community
American Board of Pathology-certified pathologists. When
using percent positivity across modalities and biomarkers as a
comparative metric to understand trends between these three
pathologist groups, it was observed community practice
pathologists tend to have the highest percent positive calls in

Figure 2 Example cases of pathologists’ fields-of-view selection and potential variability for image analysis. Scored fields-of-view are noted per case
(high-power images) with image analysis overlay indicating positive (red) and negative (green) cells and individual fields-of-view quantitative scores
determined by the respective algorithm (% or X+). Fields-of-view are noted in relation to the overall tumor location (green rectangles, low-power image)
and culminated quantitative case score. Ground truth for each case was determined by an independent consensus panel of three pathologists.
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this study (Supplementary Table 4); however, it is important
to note this group was over-represented in the overall
comparison by 1 pathologist compared to the industry
category.

Whole Tumor Section Annotation Methodology
Because of the limited between-reader reproducibility gain
using field-of-view image analysis, we wanted to improve on
this concept by implementing a novel whole tumor section
approach. With the whole tumor section approach, we
instructed pathologists to annotate the entire area of invasive
tumor for computational calculation instead of annotating
representative areas as in the fields-of-view strategy (Figure 3
upper panel). We randomly sourced approximately 40 cases
each from previously evaluated ER, PR, HER2, and Ki-67
studies while maintaining ratios of negative, borderline, and
positive cases for each marker. Three pathologists indepen-
dently drew whole tumor section annotations for all 161
cases, and between-reader reproducibility OPAs were derived
using previously noted categorical positive/negative bins
(Figure 3 bottom panel). The three scoring pathologists
averaged 1.3 min per case to draw a whole tumor section
annotation. For HER2, Ki-67, ER, and PR, respectively, whole
tumor section approach improved between-pathologists’
reproducibility as compared to field-of-view image analysis
(P= 0.013, 0.040, 0.232, and 0.012), digital read (P= 0.008,
0.034, 0.076, and 0.249), and manual read (P= 0.013, 0.012,
0.181, and 0.257). Out of a total of 161 cases, 1 ER and 2 PR
cases showed disagreement. All discordant cases were intact
ductal carcinoma masses without a lobular component.
Review of discordant cases indicates differences in the
morphologic assessment of relevant invasive tumor areas
(Figure 4). For the discrepant ER case (ER809PSVRun1),
pathologist 2 chose not to include a positive staining area that
the other two pathologists included, reducing the slide score
below the 1% threshold. For PR discrepant case 1
(A089PSVRun1), pathologist 1 chose to include a tissue fold
that the algorithm assessed as additional negative tumor
nuclei, reducing the cut-point below the 1% threshold. For
PR discrepant case 2 (C361PSVRun1), all three pathologists
chose different scoring areas that impacted the overall slide
score. As opposed to binned scores and assessing individual
stained and unstained cell counts across the entire tumor for
all scored cases, continuous quantitative scaled scores are
highly reproducible indicating similar annotated areas
(Supplementary Figure S4).

In terms of impact of biomarker calls around a specific
threshold, average total discrepancy rates of positive and
negative biomarker status flips between pathologist pairs and
scoring modality showed improvement with whole tumor
section image analysis (1.2% average discrepancy rate per
pathologist pair) as opposed to field-of-view image analysis
(9.7%), digital read (13.3%), and manual read (11.9%).
Because HER2 calls have particularly significant impact to
patient care and financially to healthcare systems, average

discrepancy rates for this specific biomarker were none for
whole tumor section image analysis as opposed to field-of-
view image analysis (6.2%), digital read (9.0%), and manual
read (12.8%).

DISCUSSION
These studies used a series of pathologists with various levels
of clinical diagnostic experience. For almost all of the
pathologist participants, this experience was their first time
utilizing digital pathology. Given this background, these
results demonstrate comparability of digital read and field-
of-view image analysis to manual read across all studies. In
the HER2 study, the results support the notion field-of-
view image analysis incrementally increases between-reader
reproducibility over manual read, which echoes findings seen
in another study.20

Figure 3 Whole tumor section approach. Morphologic differences
between field-of-view and whole tumor section image analysis annotation
approaches (top panel). Fields-of-view are drawn to scale. Whole tumor
section captures relevant scoring areas, in this case, all invasive tumor
cells. Overall percent agreement vs absolute difference between average
positive and negative between-reader agreements for whole tumor
section annotated cases (bottom panel). For each biomarker, the three
dots represent the three reader (R) pairs (R1 vs R2, R1 vs R3, and R2 vs
R3). For Ki-67 and HER2, all three dots for each marker are overlapping at
100%; for ER at 98.3%; for PR at 98.3% for two dots.
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There are different ideas as to why between-pathologist
variation occurs across these three modalities. The variations
may be due to differences in each pathologist’s clinical
experience and technological competence. As expected,
familiarity comes with increased usage of image analysis

technology. With the field-of-view image analysis method,
since the algorithmic computational flow and parameters are
fixed for algorithm use on any given slide, a major source of
between-reader variability is thought to be due to readers’
selection of fields-of-view. When using image analysis, the

Figure 4 Morphologic comparison of whole tumor section annotations in discrepant cases. One ER and two PR discrepant cases were noted due to
morphologic interpretation differences impacting computational quantitative scoring (arrows).
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reader is asked to select representative fields-of-view of the
tumor which the algorithm analyzes to yield a score intended
to be representative of the whole invasive tumor score.
Choices for readers include using fields-of-view averaging
and/or ratiometric strategies when annotating. This fields-of-
view placement heterogeneity amongst users is seen in our
study leading to reproducibility limitations on the potential
advantages of image analysis. Similarly, in the manual setting,
pathologists may use the same approach by selecting high
magnification fields to generate a representative whole
invasive tumor average. As expected, this approach can be
challenging for cases with heterogeneous expression of any
particular biomarker. Not surprisingly, when the initial
scoring goal is clearly defined (ie, strong staining areas) such
as in HER2 IHC, readers tend to select similar fields-of-view
leading to similar image analysis results and potentially
improvement over manual scoring.

In order to fully leverage computational quantitative
consistency for between-reader reproducibility, it is critical
to remove variation between users when annotating for image
analysis. This can be done in potentially two ways including
drawing fields-of-view until they cover the entire relevant area
or through a whole tumor section approach. We chose to
implement a whole tumor section approach for user efficiency
including selection of relevant morphologic areas. From the
subset analysis we performed using this methodology, our
results show highly concordant between-reader results
significantly improving over manual read, digital read, and
field-of-view image analysis.

For markers requiring hot-spot scoring or another type of
complicated scoring algorithmic approach such as spatial
location of immune markers, geographic scoring, etc, whole
tumor section approach can also be leveraged in these
scenarios as the algorithm development within the annotation
is not limited; the computer can be programmed to perform
any of these potentially complicated tasks. For example in the
case of hot spots, the computer can be programmed to
identify cell staining densities in any area scored. Since the
annotations would be expected to be highly similar between
pathologists using a whole tumor section approach, the hot-
spot or density metrics would expected to be similar.
Interestingly, this approach may further be improved with
automatic detection of tumor cells.21 Some of these findings
are echoed in additional studies we performed using the
whole tumor section approach with PD-L1 scoring in both
bladder and NSCLC samples.22,23

Limitations of this study include a smaller cohort as
compared to the fields-of-view-based studies. While whole
tumor section cases were randomly selected and positive,
negative, and borderline cases were proportionately represented
for each biomarker, a total cohort comparison may be more
accurate and give better insights into the morphological
selection differences between pathologists. These differences
may be exacerbated in situations where morphology con-
cordance is challenging and/or annotations are laborious to

draw such as excluding multiple areas of in-situ carcinoma.
Other challenging situations with limited visibility in this study
are tumors with fragmented/patchy growth pattern or
histologic considerations such as lobular carcinoma. These
types of tumor morphologies could lead to a higher discordant
rate and potentially increased time to annotate. In our study,
only a total of eight cases were of lobular histology, and while
none of these cases were discordant using the whole tumor
section approach, these ideas need to be examined further.

Another study limitation is a complete understanding of
workflow time and value-based metrics. While we did not
specifically gear this study to evaluate timing metrics for
manual read, digital read, and field-of-view image analysis
studies, we did track a manageable time (average 1.3 min per
case per annotation) using the whole tumor section approach.
Because computation time across the whole slide can be
lengthy (4–30 min depending on the computation power and
speed), we would envision placing this task in the laboratory
as an automatic pre-processing step. When this pre-
processing step is complete, the case would be ready for the
pathologist to score, and results would be available immedi-
ately at the time of pathologist’s annotation to review. In
addition when we evaluated the positive/negative case call
rates between pathologist pairs across all biomarkers and
modalities, we noted a drastic decline in discrepancies using
the whole tumor section approach (average 1.2% discrepancy
rate) as compared with the other modalities averaged
(11.6%). This is particularly significant with biomarkers
such as HER2, which has a large impact for patient care
and healthcare systems financially. Of course, imaging and
scanning technology to enable whole tumor section approach
can be of significant cost, and these considerations need to be
put in context for any particular clinical need in terms of
value. In order to better understand comparative impact
across modalities and value, these ideas need to be examined
in future studies.

This is the first comprehensive study to culminate
pathologists’ derived quantitation differences in relation to
four modalities and across multiple IHC clinically-used
biomarkers. While field-of-view image analysis shows limited
improvement for between-reader reproducibility as compared
to manual read, whole tumor section image analysis clearly
shows significant advantages and is an optimized approach
for clinically-based quantitative image analysis algorithms.

Supplementary Information accompanies the paper on the Laboratory
Investigation website (http://www.laboratoryinvestigation.org)
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